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Learning Objectives
• Explain the importance of the role
community hospitals will play in a new era
of personalized medicine and the changes
required to meet that challenge
• Identify key areas in the hospital that will
be affected by personalized medicine and
specific information, tools and resources
hospital leaders will need to assess, plan
and prepare for these changes
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Overview of Panel Presentations
• Overview of a national community-based
research program and how it supports
personalized medicine
• Review of scientific developments in
molecular medicine
• Discuss experiences of two healthcare
organizations
• Describe health system and management
challenges

Reversing the Curve: Cancer
Reversing the Curve:
Cancer Deaths Decline
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But there’s a tsunami of cancer ahead
• Cancer is largely a disease of aging
– By 2030, 20% of the U.S. population will be
over age 65 (compared with 12% in 2004)

• Our population is growing
• World’s leading cause of death by 2010

Number of cancer deaths (ACS)

Rate per 100,000 (NCI)
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Challenges for Improving
Cancer Outcomes
• Access
– 85% of cancer patients seek care in the communities where they
live
– Quality cancer care and research opportunities out of reach for
many with healthcare disparities

• Quality
– Cancer care not well coordinated
– Adherence to evidence-based guidelines needs improvement

• Research
– Limited research and readiness for personalized medicine in the
community setting
– Human Genome only sequenced in 2003 – very new science

Research limited - Especially in
Community Settings
• Only 3% of adult cancer patients are accrued to clinical trails
(60% for children)
• Only 5% of tissue collected is able to be analyzed at the
molecular level.
• New Science
overwhelming volume of complex data
– Specimen data, Patient data
– Proprietary data systems – interface challenges
– No system in place to collect, aggregate,
analyze and distribute data

New Approaches Are
Needed

Hospital announces launch of
Personalized Medicine - 2009
Boston Globe
March 3, 2009

NCI Launches Research Program
for Community Hospitals - 2007

http://ncccp.cancer.gov/

NCI Interest in Community Hospitals
• Access to large numbers of patients
– including disparate populations

• Greater potential for coordinated care across continuum
– with screening, longer term follow up, and support systems

• Increased ability to offer expert cancer care
– many clinical trials today can be offered in community settings

• Community based research opportunities
– adoption/adaption in different settings

• Value of research-ready community cancer centers
– external linkages and data sharing essential for personalized
medicine

30 NCCCP Hospitals in 2010
• 58,000 annual new cancer cases
• 23 million population served in 22 states

NCCCP Overview
• Public/private partnership
• CEO and Institutional support/investment essential

• Promotes state-of-the-art cancer care
• Expands clinical trials and research infrastructure
• Information Technology
• Biospecimens

• Drives evidence-based coordinated care
• Focus on healthcare disparities
• Priority to disseminate information/tools to the
broader hospital community

NCCCP and Personalized Medicine
• Serves as a catalyst to prepare the healthcare
delivery system for the new science of
personalized medicine
• Brings community hospitals into a central role for
personalized with their access to the population
• Offers a partnership model which is essential for
personalized medicine – the NCCCP network
– State of the art cancer care can’t be offered in isolation
– Providers must be linked to research networks
• data exchange capabilities
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New Technology Creates New Challenges
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Preparing the Healthcare System for
Challenges of Personalized Medicine
• “We now have the technical ability to get the
wrong answers with unprecedented speed. If
we put the wrong stuff into the front end of
our analytical pipeline, we will not only lose
the war on cancer, we’ll pollute the scientific
literature with incorrect data that will take us
a long time to sort out. This is a crisis that
requires “disruptive innovation.”
Carolyn Compton, MD,Ph.D
Director, Office of Biorepositories & Biospeciman Research
National Cancer Institute , NIH
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Conclusion
• Community Hospitals can and must be
involved in cutting edge medicine
– that is where the patients are!!

• We encourage education and exploration
of opportunities.
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Questions?
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DISCLAIMER

DISCLAIMER: This project has been funded in whole or in part with federal
funds from the National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health,
under Contract No. HHSN261200800001E. The content of this
publication does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the
Department of Health and Human Services, nor does mention of trade
names, commercial products, or organizations imply endorsement by the
U.S. Government.

